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Information

An updated compilation CD ROM comprising over 100 Good Building Guides and nearly 50 Good Repair Guides 
giving a huge reference library of advice, practical guidance and expertise from BRE.

Good Building Guides give concise guidance on the principles and practicalities for achieving good quality 
building. They draw on BRE experience and research, and other sources, to provide clear technical advice and 
solutions.

Good Repair Guides are accessible guides to the defects most commonly encountered in buildings and offer 
sound advice on putting them right. They are highly illustrated to make the problems and solutions easy to identify 
and understand. 

Included on this CD are pdfs of Good Building Guides, numbers 1-82 (excluding 3, 4 and 5 which have been 
withdrawn) and Good Repair Guides, numbers 1-37.

Adobe Acrobat Reader 5 or later for Windows or Macintosh is required to run this CD.

BRE makes every effort to ensure the accuracy and quality of information and guidance when it is published in 
Good Building Guides and Good Repair Guides. However, no responsibility is taken for the subsequent use of this 
information, nor for any errors or omissions it may contain. Standards and other guidance are updated from time 
to time and the latest versions should always be used.
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GBG68/1 Installing thermal insulation: Good site practice: Part 1

GBG68/2 Installing thermal insulation: Good site practice: Part 2

GBG69/1 Loft conversion: Part 1. Structural considerations

GBG69/2 Loft conversion: Part 2. Safety, insulation and services

GBG70/1 Plasterboard: Part 1. Types and their applications

GBG70/2 Plasterboard: Part 2. Fixing and finishing non-separating walls and floors

GBG70/3 Plasterboard: Part 3. Fixing and finishing separating and compartment walls and floors

GBG71 Working with local businesses and residents

GBG72/1 Basement construction and waterproofing: Part 1 Site investigation and preparation

GBG72/2 Basement construction and waterproofing: Part 2 Construction, safety, insulation and services

GBG73 Radon protection for new domestic extensions and conservatories with solid concrete ground floors

GBG74 Radon protection for new dwellings

GBG75 Radon protection for new large buildings

GBG76 Gravity drainage systems for buildings

GBG77 Installing smart home digital networks

GBG78 Below ground drainage systems

GBG79 Provision of sanitary appliances and their space requirements

GBG80 Water services for domestic properties

GBG81 Installing fire-resisting ductwork and dampers

GBG82 Rainwater harvesting for domestic properties
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GRG27/1 Cleaning external walls of buildings Part 1: Cleaning methods

GRG27/2 Cleaning external walls of buildings Part 2: Removing dirt and stains

GRG28 Repairing brick and block freestanding walls

GRG29 Refixing ceramic wall titles to internal walls

GRG30 Remedying condensation in domestic pitched tiled floors

GRG31 Hot air repair of PVC-U window and door frames

GRG32 Dealing with noisy plumbing

GRG33/1 Assessing moisture in building materials: Part 1. Sources of moisture

GRG33/2 Assessing moisture in building materials: Part 2. Measuring moisture content

GRG33/3 Assessing moisture in building materials: Part 3. Interpreting moisture data

GRG34 Repair and maintenance of FRP structures

GRG35 Earth, clay and chalk walls: Inspection and repair methods

GRG36 Bats and refurbishment

GRG37/1 Radon solutions in homes : Part 1. Improving underfloor ventilation

GRG37/2 Radon solutions in homes : Part 2. Positive house ventilation

GRG37/3 Radon solutions in homes : Part 3. Radon sump systems
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All guides classified by subject
Building elements and structures  Cladding 
      Doors, Windows and glazing 
      Floors, flooring and stairs 
      Geotechnics, soils and foundations 
      Masonry, walls and chimneys 
      Roofs and roofing 
      Structural design and performance

Design and management   Building design 
      Housing design and rehabilitation 
      Site organisation and management

Environment and services   Acoustics and sound insulation 
      Condensation and dampness 
      Electrical, control and IT systems 
      Energy and housing 
      Heating, insulation and air conditioning 
      Lighting 
      Radon and gas emissions 
      Ventilation and air quality 
      Water supply, drainage and sanitation 
      Wind, floods and climate

Fire and security    Fire and security, fire safety, security and crime prevention 

Materials     Composites, fibre reinforced materials and metals 
      Mortar, render and plaster 
      Paints, adhesives and sealants 
      Timber
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Building elements and structures 

GBG27 Building brickwork or blockwork retaining walls

GBG33 Building damp-free cavity walls

GBG19 Building reinforced, diaphragm and wide plan freestanding walls

GBG14 Building simple plan brick or blockwork freestanding walls

GRG27/1 Cleaning external walls of buildings Part 1: Cleaning methods

GRG27/2 Cleaning external walls of buildings Part 2: Removing dirt and stains

GBG46 Domestic chimneys for solid fuel - flue design and installation

GRG35 Earth, clay and chalk walls: Inspection and repair methods

GBG17 Freestanding brick walls - repairs to copings and cappings

GBG41 Installing wall ties

GBG44/1 Insulating masonry cavity walls: Part 1. Techniques and materials

GBG44/2 Insulating masonry cavity walls: Part 2. Principal risks and guidance

GBG50 Insulating solid masonry walls

GBG15 Providing temporary support during work on openings in external walls

GBG20 Removing internal loadbearing walls in older dwellings

GRG28 Repairing brick and block freestanding walls

GRG15 Repairing chimneys and parapets

GRG3  Repairing damage to brick and block walls

GRG4  Replacing masonry wall ties

GRG24 Repointing external brickwork walls

GBG62 Retro-installation of bed joint reinforcement in masonry

GRG25 Supporting temporary openings

GBG13 Surveying brick or blockwork freestanding walls

GBG2  Surveying masonry chimneys for repair or rebuilding

GBG10 Temporary support for opening in external walls: assessing load

GBG58 Thin layer mortar masonry
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This Good Building Guide covers the use of 
rainwater in a domestic property. Most houses 
have some means of collecting run-off from one 
or more locations including the house, garage, 
shed and greenhouse roofs and, possibly, paved 
areas. Local water suppliers have encouraged 
this collection of rainwater by making available, 
at reasonable cost, water butts together with 
diverters to fit in the downpipe. Systems are 
now available to store collected rainwater and 
pump it for use for irrigation and WC flushing. 
The different options are described together with 
system design, components and materials.

It will be useful to designers and building 
owners wanting to reduce water consumption.

Piped water within the home is a requirement of national 
building regulations[1–3] and that supplied from the mains 
is designated ‘wholesome water’. It must comply with 
the requirements of Regulations made under the Water 
Industry Act[4].

Water usage by a household will obviously vary 
depending upon lifestyle, occupation pattern and the 
installed appliances. Average consumption per capita in 
the UK is between 125 and 201 litres per person per day, 
with the higher figure from single-person households[5]. 

Most of the water used in the home is not consumed. 
Average figures for the European Union (EU) show that 
only 5% of wholesome water is used for drinking and 
cooking[6]. Hence, there is a great potential to use non-
wholesome water for many of the current domestic uses. 
For example, typical proportions of UK household water 
used for various purposes include:
•	 35% for bathing and personal hygiene
•	 26% for WC flushing
•	 12% for clothes washing 

•	 9% for dishwashing
•	 7% for outside use, eg garden watering and car 

washing[7].

Although rainwater could be used for all of the above 
uses, the skin contact and risk of ingestion during washing 
and bathing would require treatment to near-wholesome 
water standards. However, the wastewater from bathing 
could be utilised for the other uses if greywater reuse was 
practised.

RaInWaTeR haRveSTInG  
foR doMeSTIC pRopeRTIeS
peter Trotman* and John Griggs+ 
*BRe associate, +Chartered Institute of plumbing and heating engineering
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Figure 1: Compact rainwater butt



This Good Repair Guide offers guidance to 
builders and homeowners installing positive 
ventilation systems in homes. When controlled 
ventilation is provided to a house, indoor radon 
levels can be reduced and at the same time the 
indoor environment can be improved by reducing 
condensation, mould, stuffiness and stale odours. 
Advice is also given on system maintenance and 
what to do if a system fails to adequately reduce 
radon levels.

This Good Repair Guide is Part 2 in a 3-Part 
set and replaces the guidance given in BRE Report 
BR 281. Part 1 covers underfloor ventilation and 
Part 3 covers radon sump systems.

BACKGROUND
Radon
Radon is a naturally occurring radioactive gas that is 
present in all buildings. Prolonged exposure to high levels 
causes lung cancer. The Health Protection Agency (HPA) 
recommends that householders with concentrations 
above the action level (200 Bq m-3) should reduce their 
radon concentrations as far as they can and ideally to 
below the target level (100 Bq m-3). 

What is positive ventilation?
Positive ventilation systems blow fresh filtered air into 
a property. Most systems comprise a fan unit located in 
the roof space (Figure 1). The air usually enters through 
a diffuser in the ceiling of the hallway or at the top of 
a stairway. The fan units should run continuously to 
effectively reduce radon concentrations. For properties 
without a roof space, such as flats and apartments, wall-
mounted units are available (Figure 2).

Where can positive ventilation systems be 
used?
Positive ventilation systems are one of the least disruptive 
radon remedial measures to install. The systems are likely 
to work best: 

RADON SOLUTIONS IN HOMES
Positive house ventilation

Chris Scivyer
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Figure 1: Roof-located positive ventilation system

Figure 2: Wall-mounted positive ventilation system



This Good Repair Guide offers guidance to builders 
and homeowners installing radon sump systems in 
homes. It covers the installation of both active (fan-
assisted) and passive sump systems. Advice is also 
given on system maintenance and what to do if the 
system fails to adequately reduce radon levels.

This Good Repair Guide is Part 3 in a 3-Part 
set and replaces the guidance given in BRE Report 
BR 227. Part 1 covers underfloor ventilation and 
Part 2 covers positive house ventilation.

This guide is split into three sections: 
•	 introduction to radon and sump systems
•	 guidance on installing sump systems, including 

worksheets 
•	 maintaining systems and what to do if a sump 

system does not reduce radon levels sufficiently.

BACKGROUND
Radon
Radon is a naturally occurring radioactive gas that is 
present in all buildings. Prolonged exposure to high levels 
causes lung cancer. The Health Protection Agency (HPA) 
recommends that householders with concentrations 
above the action level (200 Bq m-3) should reduce their 
radon concentrations as far as they can and ideally to 
below the target level (100 Bq m-3). 

Where can sump systems be used?
These systems can be used on any building where:
•	 there is a capping over the ground, such as a concrete 

groundbearing slab
•	 there is concrete capping to the soil beneath a 

suspended timber floor
•	 a standby sump was provided during construction (in 

newer homes); see pages 2 and 6.

RADON SOLUTIONS IN HOMES
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Figure 1: Generic sump systems

 

Externally constructed sump with low-level exhaust

 

Internally constructed sump with high-level exhaust

 
Externally constructed sump with high-level exhaust

 

Externally constructed sump with low-level exhaust to 
a timber floor with concrete capping to the soil below




